In parameterized string matching the pattern P matches a substring t of the text T if there exist a bijective mapping from the symbols of P to the symbols of t. We give simple and practical algorithms for finding all such pattern occurrences in sublinear time on average. The algorithms work for a single and multiple patterns.
Introduction
In traditional string matching problem one is interested in finding the occurrences of a pattern P from a text T , where P and T are strings over some alphabet Σ. Many variations of this basic problem setting exist, such as searching multiple patterns simultaneously, and/or allowing some limited number of errors in the matches, and indexed searching, where T can be preprocessed to allow efficient queries of P . See e.g. [13, 16, 11] for an overview and references.
Yet another variation is parameterized matching [6] . In this variant we have two disjoint alphabets, Σ for fixed symbols, and Λ for parameter symbols. In this setting we search parameterized occurrences of P , where the symbols from Σ must match exactly, while the symbols in Λ can be also renamed. This problem has important applications e.g. in software maintenance and plagiarism detection [6] , where the symbols of the strings can be e.g. reserved words and identifier or parameter names of some (possibly tokenized) programming language source code. Hence one might be interested in finding code snippets that are the same up to some systematical variable renaming.
A myriad of algorithms have been developed for the classical problem, but only a few exist for parameterized matching. In [5] exact on-line matching algorithm for a single pattern was developed. This algorithm runs in O(n log min(m, |Λ|)) worst case time. However, the average case time was not analyzed. Another algorithm was given in [2] , that achieves the same time bound both in average and worst cases. In the same paper it was shown that this is optimal, and that in particular the log factor cannot be avoided for general alphabets. However, for fixed alphabets we can avoid it, as shown in the present paper. In [14] it was shown that multiple patterns can be searched in O(n log(|Σ| + |Λ|) + occ) time, where occ is the number of occurrences of all the patterns. Other algorithms exist for the off-line problem [6, 9] . In this paper we develop algorithms that under mild assumptions run in optimal time on average, are simple to implement and perform well in practice. Our algorithms are based on generalizing the well known Shift-Or [4] and Backward DAWG (Directed Asyclic Word Graph) Matching algorithms [7, 10] . Our algorithms generalize for the multipattern matching as well.
Preliminaries
We use the following notation. 
is one-to-one mapping on Σ ∪ Λ. Moreover, the mapping must be identity on Σ, but on Λ can be different for each text position j. For example, assume that Σ = {a,b}, Λ = {x,y,z} and P = aazyzabxyzax. Then P matches the text substring aazyzabxyzax with identity mapping, and aaxyxabzyxaz with parameter mapping x → z, y → y, and z → x. This mapping is simple with prev encoding [6] . For a string S, prev(S) maps all parameter symbols s in S to a non-negative integer p, where p is the number of symbols since the last occurrence of symbol s in S. The first occurrence of the parameter is encoded as 0. If s belongs to Σ, it is mapped to itself (s). For our example pattern, prev(P ) = aa002ab055a4. This is the same as the encoding for the two example substrings, i.e. prev(aazyzabxyzax) = prev(aaxyxabzyxaz).
Hence the problem is reduced to exact string matching, where we match prev(P ) parameters that depend on it) efficiently as j increases. The key is the following Lemma [6] .
We are now ready to present our algorithms. For simplicity we assume that Σ and Λ are finite constant size alphabets. For large alphabets all our time bounds hold if we multiply them by O(log(m)).
Parameterized bit-parallel matching
In this section we present bit-parallel approach for parameterized matching, based in Shift-Or algorithm [4] . For the bit-parallel operations we adopt the following notation. A machine word has w bits, numbered from the least significant bit to the most significant bit. We use C-like notation for the bit-wise operations of words; & is bit-wise and, | is or, ∧ is xor, ∼ negates all bits, << is shift to left, and >> shift to right, both with zero padding. For brevity, we make the assumption that m ≤ w, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The text is encoded in the same way, but the encoding is embedded into the search code. The only difference is that we apply Lemma 1 to reset offsets that are greater than m − 1 (i.e. offsets that are for parameters that are outside of the current text window) to zero. Otherwise the search algorithm is exactly the same as for normal Shift-Or.
The tricky part is the preprocessing phase. We denote the prev encoded pattern as P . At first P is preprocessed just as P in the normal Shift-Or algorithm.
This includes the parameter offsets, which are handled as any other symbol.
However, this is not enough. We illustrate the problem by an example. Let P = xaxax and T = zzazazaz. In encoded forms these are P = 0a2a2 and T = 01a2a2a2. Clearly P has two (overlapping) parameterized matches in T .
However, P does not match in T at all. The problem is that as the algorithm searches all the m prefixes of the pattern in parallel, then some non-zero encoded offset p (of some text symbol) should be interpreted as zero in some cases. These prefixes have lengths from 1 to m. To successfully apply Lemma 1 we should be able to apply it in parallel to all m substrings. In other words, any non-zero parameter offset p must be treated as zero for all pattern prefixes whose length 
This means that the offset i is treated as offset i for prefixes whose length is greater than i, and as zero for the shorter prefixes, satifying the condition of This means that we can use the set P as a filter for the pattern P , and that the filter needs only to scan every qth character of T . All the patterns must be searched simultaneously. Whenever an occurrence of P j is found in the text, we must verify if P also occurs, with the corresponding alignment.
This method clearly works for parameterized matching as well. We generate the set of patterns P, and also prev-encode them. In the search phase the text is also encoded on-line, encoding only every qth symbol, but assuming that they are consecutive. In other words, every parameter offset is effectively divided by q to agree with the encoding of the patterns. Finally, the verification phase checks if
, where v is the starting position of a potential match.
The search of the pattern set can be done using the parameterized Shift-Or algorithm. This is possible by concatenating and packing the set of patterns into a single machine word [12, 4] . Another alternative is to use the parameterized version [14] of Aho-Corasick algorithm [1] . Both lead to the same average case The total average time is therefore O(n log σ (m)/m). This is optimal [17] within a constant factor.
Finally, note that this method works for searching r patterns simultaneously. The only difference is that we search q pieces of all the r patterns simultaneously, and verify the corresponding pattern whenever any of the rq pieces match.
Redoing the analysis we obtain that the O(log(m)) factor is replaced with O(log(rm)).
In this case we prefer using the Aho-Corasick based algorithm [14] , since the number of patterns it can handle does not depend on w.
Parameterized backward trie matching
We now present an algorithm based on Backward DAWG Matching (BDM) [7, 10] . BDM is optimal on average, i.e. it runs in O(n log σ (m)/m) average time. ) time, but can be improved to O(m) by using efficient suffix tree construction algorithms for parameterized strings [9] . An alternative to the trie is suffix array [15] , i.e. the trie can be replaced with sorted array of prev encoded suffixes of the reverse pattern. For the above example string, P = azbzxbxy, we create an array A = {00b20b2a, 00b2a, 0a, 0b20b2a, 0b2a, a, b00b2a, b0a}. Following an edge in the trie can then be simulated by a binary search in the array. We call the resulting algorithm PBAM. The benefit is that the array based method is easy to implement space efficiently since only one pointer is needed for each suffix.
We now show how this can be used for efficient search. Assume that we are
The invariant is that all occurrences that start before the position i are already reported. The text window is prev-encoded (backwards as well) as we go, and the read substring of this window is matched against the trie. This is continued as long as the substring can be extended without a mismatch, or we reach the beginning of the window.
If the whole window can be matched against the trie, then the pattern occurs in that window. Whether the pattern matches or not, some of the occurrences may still overlap with the current window. However, in this case one of the suffixes stored into the trie must match, since the reverse suffixes are also the prefixes of the original pattern. The algorithm remembers the longest such suffix, that is not the whole pattern, found from the window. The window is then shifted so that its starting position will become aligned with the last symbol of that suffix. This is the position of the next possible pattern occurrence. If the length of that longest suffix was , the next window to be searched is
The shifting technique is exactly the same independent of whether or not the pattern occurs in the current window This process is repeated until the whole text is scanned. 
Comparison
For a single pattern our only competitor [5] is based on (Turbo) Boyer-Moore [8, 10] algorithm. However, BM-type algorithms are known to be clearly worse than the more simple bit-parallel and suffix-automaton based approaches [16] , an this becomes more and more clear as the pattern length increases. Moreover, BM-type algorithms have poor performance when generalized for multiple string matching [16] . As for the multiple matching, our only competitor [14] is the algorithm based on Aho-Corasick automaton, but as detailed in Sec. 3, we can use exactly their algorithm (even the same implementation) as a fast filter to obtain (near) optimal average case time. Their worst case time can be also preserved.
Hence, their algorithm cannot beat ours. We note that all our algorithms can be improved to take only O(n) (or O(n log(rm)) for unbounded alphabets) worst case time. PFSO can be combined with PSO (as in [12] ) and PBTM with the algorithm in [14] . See also [3, 10] for similar techniques.
Our goals in this paper are two-folded. First, to develop algorithms that have optimal average case running time for both single and multiple patterns. All the previous results only prove optimal worst case time. Second, to be practical, i.e. to develop algorithms that are simple to implement and have good average case time in practice. We now show that our algorithms behave like prediceted, with realistic real world data.
Experimental results
We have implemented the algorithms in C++, and compiled them with Borland slow. We also experimented with the multipattern version of PBAM, searching r = 100 patterns simultaneously. The plot shows that while the raw speed is reduced, the amortized speed per pattern is clearly better than for any of the single pattern matching algorithms. The time also coincides nicely with the the theoretical curve O(n log σ (rm) log 2 (rm)/m), supporting our analysis. This is also clear given the right plot, showing the average number of tokens inspected in each text window, and the average shift for r = 1, 10, 100. These behave like in random texts supporting our assumptions in the analysis.
We have shown how two well-known algorithms, namely Shift-Or and BDM, can be generalized for parameterized matching. The algorithms are easy to implement, and work well in practice.
